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Abstract

A search for GUT magnetic monopoles has been conducted using the Soudan i -,..

2 nucleon decay detector. This detector is a fine-grained tracking calorimeter.

Monopole candidates were selected on the basis of significantly higher ionization ..

than throughgoin9 cosmic ray muons. Preliminary results, using data taken over "

approzimately one year with no monopoles observed, correspond to a flux limit of
2.4 10-14cm-28r-ls-1 over a velocity range of 10-3 </3 < 0.95.

Introduction The possible existence of magnetic charge was given a solid basis

in 1931 when Dirac[i] showed that the existence of such monopoles was related to

the quantization of electric charge. In 1974, t' Hooft[2] and Polyakov[3] showed _,:
_hat monopoles were a necessary consequence of the symmetry breaking which

produces the electromagnetic group U(1). This work also pointed to the likely mass

of such monopoles, on the order of M._M_z__._r:.r,or at least 10le GeV. These monopoles
would be highly pertetrating, allowing their observation in underground ionization

detectors. Numerous experimental searches have put increasingly stringent limits

on the possible monopole flux. The flux limit reported here is the preliminary
result from the Soudan 2 ionization detector.

The Detector The Soudan 2 detector is a large, underground, fine-grained,

tracking calorimeter which is being built to search for nucleon decay.[4,5] It is

located 2090 MWE below Soud,_n, MN, and will eventually have a mass of 1 kiloton. _I_S _E_
Tracks are detected by the ionization deposited ii, the Ar- CO2(85%- 15%)
gas. The ionization drifts out ef a honeycomb array of resistive plastic tubes
and is amplified and detected by a MWPC readout plane. Since the detector is
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modular, data are taken while installation is progressing. During this monopole
search exposure it grew from 4.5 × 5.4 × 9.0m 3 to 9.0 ><5.4 x g.0m 3. For each tube
crossing along a track, all three spatilal coordinates are recorded as well as the
ionization. The detector has a spatial resolution of about lcre in all coordinates
and usually records several hundred points per track, allowing it to produce bubble
chamber like displays of events. These displays make it easy to scan events and
pick out electromagnetic showers, multiple tracks, and other kinds of events.

Data Acquisiti6n arid Analysis All active elements of the detector partic-
ipate in the trigger decision. The trigger configuration and threshold are set suf-
ficiently sensitively to respond to local charge depositions from nucleon decays or
atmospheric neutrino interactions; a single 150 MeV kinetic energy muon causes a
tzigger more than 50% of the time. Throughgoing fast muon tracks easily satisfy
this trigger, as would monopoles. The recorded events are about evenly divided
between muon tracks and random coincidences of noise and/or radioactivity.

Since a fast monopole (_ > 1.0-3) ionizes increasingly heavily with velocity
(from about 10 up to greater than 1000 times minimum ionizing)[6], the method
used to find monopoles :relies on finding 'tracks in the detector which have signifi-
cantly higher ionization than the average muons. All the data are processed by an
offiine program which searches for tracks and writes out a condensed summary of

. the data for those tracxs.[7] The summary contains, among other things, the track
length and the summed ionization along the track.

A second pass program processes the summary data. tt calculates a running
average of the ionization per unit track length and flags tracks which have greater
than four times this average ionization. The running average corrects for the effect
of slowly changing conditions such as atmospheric pressure and gas quality. A
cut requires the track length to be at least 1.5m. This assures that the track is
long enough so that the average ionization along it is not unduly influenced by
nonuniformities such as Landau fluctuations on individual hits or tracks which

crossed the readout wire planes. A final cut is made on the fitting error of the
points to the track to assure that the track is a stra!ght line.

For the 3140 events that were flagged by this filter, the raw data were retrieved
from tape and scanned by a physicist using an interactive graphics program. Tile
main criteria for rejection of tracks are based on the expectation that a monopole
of GUT mass and _ < 0.95 will impart very httle energy to an individual electron.
In the Soudan 2 detector an electron will make an average of one hit per 15 MeV

.of kinetic energy.[8] A delta ray of even 4 hits from an otherwise clean track can
be easily identified. This would occur for a monopole with /3 > 0.95 at which
velocity it would be very heavily ionizing. Therefore, in order of frequency of cut
application, the events were required not to have an associated shower, not to have
an inelastic interaction, not to have any delta rays coming off the track and to be
unifor'nly highly ionizing. The last cut removed tracks passing through modules
with excessive gas gain or traversing a long distance in the readout wire planes
(which results in excessive charge amplification). Figure 1 shows a candidate event
which passed most cuts but failed due to excessive wire plane amphfication. No
events passed all cuts.

In order to test the efficiency of this process for detecting monopoles, a set of



simulated monopole tracks was created. This was done by taking real muon tracks

which were selected tc be straight and noninteracting. A subset of these was

then chosen which illuminated the detector isotropically, as sufficiently energetic

monopoles would be expected to do. Raw data from these muon tracks were then

altered to enhance the ionization by various factors. This was done only for the

points that were part of the track. In addition, cross talk was added to neighboring

channels and increasing tails were added to the pulses, to match what was observed

with large pulses in the real data. Account was taken of the saturation of the

ADC's in the read-out electronics. These simulated monopole tracks were then

inserted into the analysis chain to determine what fraction would be selected by oui

software. Figure 2 shows the fraction of simulated monopole tracks which passed
the ionization cutoff as a function of their ionization enhancement factor. These

results can be used to determine the efficiency of the software filter for detecting

monopoles as a function of ionization. (E.g. for a factor of at least 10, 90% of the

simulated monopole tracks were selected by tl,e filter.) The relationship between

ionization and/3114] allows us to express this efficiency as a function of t3.

Exposure To determine the exposure of the detector both the spatial and the

temporal acceptance of the detector are calculated. The geometry of the detector

changes, in steps, as more modules are installed. For each configuration the area-

solid angle product of the detector for isotropicMly arriving tracks was calculated by
two methods. The first was a Monte Carlo approach which finds tile cross-sectional

area. of the detector for randomly chosen directions, and the second is an" analytical
geometric calculation.. During the time of the data taking the detector grew from

716 to 1124 m23v. These figures include the effect of the 1.5m track length cut. The

track length correction was determined from the fraction of simulated monopole
tracks which failed the track length cut.

The duration of every data run (approximately i.5 hours of data-taking) is
recorded. For the data set which spanned 9,1-Jan-1989 to 31-Jlul-1990, there were

2.59 107 live seconds. This is then corrected by the average dea.d time due to event

read out, and unreadable tapes. The total exposure is calculated by summing the

product of the corrected live time and the corrected geometric acceptance for each

run. This gave an exposure of 1.2 1014cm2sr s.

Result The efficiency with respect to/3 is multiplied by the exposure of the

detector to provide an effective expos_re as a function of/3. Since no monopoles

were seen with this exposure, the resulting limit on the allowable monopole flux is

2.4 lO-_4cm-_s-_sr -1 for 10-_ < /3 < 0.95 (90% confidence level). (See figure 3.)
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Figure 1. Run 12098, event 1701. Rejected due to excessive amplification at the
endplane.
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Figure 2. Fraction of fake monopoles passing Figure 3. Recent monopole flux limits.
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